ABSTRACT The structural dynamics of bovine erythrocyte Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase (BSOD) was studied by time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. BSOD is a homodimer containing a single tyrosine residue (and no tryptophan) per subunit. Frequency-domain fluorometry revealed a heterogeneous fluorescence decay that could be described with a Lorentzian distribution of lifetimes. The lifetime distribution parameters (center and width) were markedly dependent on temperature. The distribution center (average lifetime) displayed Arrhenius behavior with an Ea of 4.2 kcal/mol, in contrast with an Ea of 7.4 kcal/mol for the single-exponential decay of L-tyrosine. This indicated that thermal quenching of tyrosine emission was not solely responsible for the effect of temperature on the lifetimes of BSOD. The distribution width was broad (1 ns at 80C) and decreased significantly at higher temperatures. Furthermore, the width of the lifetime distribution increased in parallel to increasing viscosity of the medium. The combined effects of temperature and viscosity on the fluorescence decay suggest the existence of multiple conformational substates in BSOD that interconvert during the excited-state lifetime. Denaturation of BSOD by guanidine hydrochloride produced an increase in the lifetime distribution width, indicating a larger number of conformations probed by the tyrosine residue in the denatured state. The rotational mobility of the tyrosine in BSOD was also investigated. Analysis of fluorescence anisotropy decay data enabled resolution of two rotational correlation times. One correlation time corresponded to a fast (picosecond) rotation that contributed 62% of the anisotropy decay and likely reported local mobility of the tyrosine ring. The longer correlation time was 50% of the expected value for rotation of the whole (dimeric) BSOD molecule and appeared to reflect segmental motions in the protein in addition to overall tumbling. Comparison between rotational correlation times and fluorescence lifetimes of BSOD indicates that the heterogeneity in lifetimes does not arise from mobility of the tyrosine per se, but rather from dynamics of the protein matrix surrounding this residue which affect its fluorescence decay.
INTRODUCTION
A considerable amount of evidence has accumulated on the dynamic nature of protein structures and on the connection between protein dynamics and function (for reviews, see Wuthrich, 1976; Gurd and Rothgeb, 1979; Careri et al., 1979; Karplus and McCammon, 1981; Frauenfelder and Gratton, 1986; Frauenfelder et al., 1988) . Given this connection, the importance of investigating protein structural dynamics towards an understanding of the molecular and energetic basis of protein function can be clearly recognized. Small fluctuations of the protein structure about the mean conformation depend on the particular nature of the conformational landscape of the protein matrix, which gives rise to nearly isoenergetic conformations. The interconversion between different substates depends on the height of the energy barriers between substates and on temperature (Frauenfelder and Gratton, 1986) . Protein interactions, protein substates, ligand binding, and viscosity affect the conformational landscape, hence the protein conformational fluctuations.
Intrinsic fluorescence spectroscopy has found wide application in characterizing protein conformational changes, which is largely due to the sensitivity of tryptophan (trp) fluorescence to physicochemical characteristics of the environment. The fluorescence decay of trp in proteins is usually complex, and several exponential components may be required to describe the decay even for proteins containing a single trp residue (Beechem and Brand, 1985) . To provide a physical interpretation for the heterogeneity of protein fluorescence in the framework of a large number of protein conformational substates, distributions of lifetime values have been introduced (Alcala et al., 1987a-c; Gratton et al., 1989; Libertini and Small, 1989) . In this view, fluorescence lifetime distributions originate from the existence of multiple conformational substates of the protein, and distribution analysis of fluorescence decay data may provide information on the conformational landscape and enable detection of dynamics of the protein matrix on a picosecond/nanosecond time scale (Alcala et al., 1987a-c) . The heterogeneity of the fluorescence decay (expressed as the width of the lifetime distribution) was shown to be related to microheterogeneity of trp environments arising from conformational dynamics of the protein (Alcala et al., 1987c; Gratton et al., 1988; Bismuto et al., 1988; Ferreira, 1989; Ferreira and Gratton, 1990 ; Rosato et al., 1990 a, b; Mei et al., 1992) . All studies so far, however, have made use of tryptophan (trp) fluorescence. In proteins lacking trp it remained to be investigated whether information on protein dynamics can also be obtained from the fluorescence emission of other intrinsic fluorophores, such as tyr residues. In addition, the local mobility of tyr residues is generally larger than that of trp residues, and the comparison between trp and tyr fluorescence in proteins can provide a better understanding of the role of the protein matrix or local differences in the orientation of the residue in determining the heterogeneity of the lifetimes. Complex fluorescence decays have been observed for a number of proteins containing a single tyr residue (see Ross et al., 1992 for a review). However, to date lifetime distributions have not been utilized to describe the fluorescence decay of tyr in proteins as a tool to study protein conformational dynamics.
Superoxide dismutases (SOD) are enzymes that catalyze the dismutation of the superoxide free radical, thereby participating in the cellular defense mechanisms against oxidative damage. SOD activity has been related to various pathophysiological conditions including reperfusion damage after ischemia, aging, and neurodegenerative disorders (Zweier et al., 1987; Rusting, 1992; McNamara and Fridovich, 1993; Rosen et al., 1993) . Considerable interest is currently focused on the understanding of the structural basis of the changes in SOD function that may lead to pathogenesis . Bovine erythrocyte Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase (BSOD) is a homodimer containing a single solvent exposed tyr residue (tyr 108) per subunit (Tainer et al., 1982) . In this work, we have used tyr-108 as an intrinsic probe to investigate the dynamics of BSOD. This work extends previous studies from this laboratory that indicated a correlation between fluorescence decay and dynamics of human Cu, Zn SOD, a homologous protein containing a single trp residue (and no tyr) (Rosato et al., 1990 a, b; Mei et al., 1992) . We show that the fluorescence decay of BSOD is heterogeneous, and that the heterogeneity is markedly dependent on temperature, viscosity, and unfolding of the protein. These effects are interpreted in terms of changes in dynamics of the protein matrix. Fluorescence anisotropy decay measurements further indicated that the heterogeneity of the fluorescence decay originated from conformational dynamics of the protein matrix surrounding the tyr residue rather than from differences in the local orientation of the tyr residue. Comparison of the present results with those previously reported for human SOD shows considerable qualitative agreement, which indicates that the structural information obtained in both studies is related to the conformational dynamics of the protein and does not depend on the nature, photophysics, or position of the intrinsic fluorescence probe (tyr 108 in BSOD versus trp 32 in human SOD). This lends support to the conclusion that timeresolved fluorescence of intrinsic fluorophores may be effectively used as a probe of dynamic events of the protein matrix.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Protein
BSOD was purchased from Fluka Chem. Corp. (Ronkonkoma, NY) and purified to homogeneity by anion-exchange chromatography (Bannister and Bannister, 1984 (Bannister et al., 1971 
Steady-state fluorescence measurements
These were performed on an ISS (ISS Inc., Champaign, IL) photon-counting spectrofluorometer at 22°C with 8-nm bandpass for both excitation and emission. Corrected excitation spectra were obtained using a quantumcounter rhodamine 6G solution before the reference photomultiplier. Spectra were corrected for background signal, which was always <1% of the total intensity.
Time-resolved fluorescence measurements
A frequency-domain fluorometer was used. Excitation at 283 nm was provided by a mode-locked Nd-YAG laser (Antares model, Coherent, Palo Alto, CA) used to pump a cavity-dumped, externally frequency-doubled Rhodamine 6G dye-laser (model 700, Coherent). Emission was collected through a UV-30 filter (Hoya) to remove any scattered light. Phasemodulation lifetime measurements were carried out at 12 frequencies from 7 to 220 MHz. Color errors due to photomultiplier response were minimized by the use of reference standard solutions of p-terphenyl (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY) in cyclohexane or ethanol (lifetime = 1.05 ns). All lifetime measurements were carried out at "magic angle" configuration. Temperature was controlled with a thermocouple placed in the thermostated sample holder. Time-resolved anisotropy decay measurements were performed in the same instrument by differential polarized phase fluorometry (Weber, 1977) at 14 frequencies from 7 to 220 MHz.
Data analysis
Phase-modulation data were analyzed with the Globals Unlimited software (Beechem et al., 1991) . Data were analyzed with different models including one, two, or three exponential lifetimes, or continuous lifetime distributions of different shapes (see Results). Goodness of fit was assessed by the value of minimized x2, which was calculated using standard deviations of ±0.2°a nd ±0.004 for phase angles and modulation ratios, respectively. Rigorous X2-surface error analysis was performed to define the resolvability and evaluate uncertainties of the recovered fit parameters (Beechem and Gratton, 1988) . Statistical evaluation and comparison between results obtained with different decay models employing different numbers of fitting parameters was carried out using F-statistics analysis (Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987) .
Differential polarized phase data obtained at different temperatures were globally analyzed using the Globals Unlimited software by incorporating the independently measured parameters for the decay of the fluorescence intensity (Beechem et al., 1991) . The anisotropy decay was assumed to originate from a single rotator possessing one or two independent rotational motions (i.e., single-or bi-exponential anisotropy decays, respectively) and whose fluorescence intensity decay was described by a Lorentzian lifetime distribution. Calculation ofx2 for the fits employed standard deviations of ±0.20 and ±0.007 for differential phase angles and modulation ratios, respectively.
Materials
Ultrapure GdHCl was obtained from Schwartz/Mann Biotech. (Cleveland, OH) and was checked for purity by UV absorption and fluorescence spec-troscopy. Ultra-pure glycerol (obtained from USB Corp. (Cleveland, OH) and re-destilled to remove traces of fluorescent impurities) was a kind gift of Dr. N. Silva (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN). All other reagents were of the highest analytical grade available.
RESULTS
Fluorescence emission and corrected excitation spectra of purified BSOD are shown in Fig. 1 . The spectra are typical of tyrosine fluorescence, with maximal excitation at 283 nm and maximal emission at 306 nm. This indicates absence of any contaminating tryptophan emission. It is also noteworthy that the fluorescence excitation and absorption spectra differ significantly in the region below 270 nm (Fig. 1) . The absence of fine structure in the excitation spectrum in this region indicates absence of resonance energy transfer from the phenylalanines of BSOD (4 residues per subunit) to tyr 108. Thus, the fluorescence emission of BSOD is exclusively attributable to tyr 108 and is not complicated by energy transfer effects.
Frequency-domain lifetime measurements of BSOD were performed in the temperature range from 8-450C. Fig. 2 shows phase-shift and demodulation plots at three different temperatures for a typical experiment. Data were initially analyzed with one-, two-, or three-exponential fluorescence decay models ( lifetime ranging from below 10 (our estimated low-limit instrumental resolution) to 40 ps, and a fractional intensity ranging from 1 to 3% of the total fluorescence. These characteristics suggest that this component in the analysis is due to light scattering, and the improvement in x2 is possibly due to the ability to account for this small amount of parasitic light with the three-exponential model.
To be meaningful, fits of protein fluorescence decay data should not only give good mathematical fits to the data (i.e., low x values) but should also be able to provide a physical interpretation of the decay in terms of different protein conformations. The general assumption in a multi-exponential lifetime fit is that each exponential lifetime can be associated to a specific discrete conformation of the protein. If this assumption is true, then the effects of different conditions of the medium (e.g., temperature) on the individual lifetimes should follow some definite trend. In other words, each of the individual protein conformations (and hence its characteristic lifetime) could be affected or not by temperature, but one expects physical continuity in the observed effects. Examination of the temperature dependence of the lifetimes and fractional intensities recovered in the three-exponential analysis of BSOD data reveals that some of these parameters display a complex behavior as a function of temperature (Table 1) : for example, T2 initially decreases from 8 to 15"C, increases from 15 to 26"C, and finally decreases again from 26 to 45"C; f2 (the fractional intensity of T2) initially increases from 8 to 15"C, decreases from 15 to 30"C, increases again from 30 to 36"C, and finally decreases at 45°C. Similar complex behavior is observed withfi, the fractional intensity of the major lifetime component Tl. The same behavior was also observed in the two-exponential analysis (Table 1) . Thus, it is difficult to assign the effects of temperature on each lifetime to effects on discrete protein conformations. These considerations suggest that, although the threeexponential analysis provided good mathematical fits to the data, interpretation of the results in terms of discrete protein conformations was not appropriate to explain the effects of temperature on BSOD.
An alternative interpretation for the results of a multiexponential fit is that the recovered parameters represent a , 1987b; Ferreira, 1989; Rosato et al., 1990a) . In the latter studies, the fluorescence decays were described utilizing continuous distributions of lifetime values, which prompted us to use distribution analysis with our data for BSOD. Phase-modulation data for BSOD were fitted with continuous distributions of lifetime values of various analytical forms and shapes (Table 2) . Symmetric Gaussian or uniform distribution, as well as skewed gamma distribution models gave poor fits to the data, as indicated by the high x2 values obtained (Table 2 ). Significant decreases in x2 were obtained with the Lorentzian distribution fits. Slightly lower x2 values (as compared to the Lorentzian fits) were obtained employing skewed Planck distribution fits. However, it is important to note that the Planck distribution employs three fitting parameters versus only two parameters with the other distributions tested. Thus, statistical evaluation was required to Temperature (°C) FIGURE 3 Temperature dependence of distribution parameters recovered from three-exponential analysis. Phase-modulation data were analyzed with a three-exponential decay model and the moments of the distribution sampled by the three-exponential parameters were calculated, as described in Results.
determine the significance of the decrease in x2 with the Planck distribution relative to the Lorentzian distribution fits. F-statistics analysis (Motulsky and Ransnas, 1987) Alcala et al. (1987a) , and for the gamma distribution in Dilorio et al. (1991) . Symmetric Gaussian, uniform, and skewed gamma distribution models gave poor fits to the data, and for simplicity only x2 values are shown for these distributions. For the symmetric Lorentzian distribution model the center (c) and width (w) of the recovered distributions are shown in addition to x2 values.
F-statistics analysis indicated that the slightly lower x2 values (as compared to the Lorentzian fits) obtained with the skewed Planck distribution were not statistically significant (see Results) because the Planck function contains one more fitting parameter, and for simplicity the parameters recovered in this distribution were also omitted from Table 2. and of the results of Planck fits relative to Lorentzian fits (not shown). Therefore, in light of the above statistical considerations, the Planck distribution was not employed further in the analysis of BSOD lifetime data. Fits of data with bimodal lifetime distributions (five fitting parameters) were also found not to be statistically significant.
It is also interesting to compare the results of the Lorentzian distribution fits with those obtained with two-or threeexponential models. For the two-exponential fits, F-statistics analysis indicated that the confidence levels for statistically significant decrease in x2 relative to Lorentzian fits ranged from 0.74 to only 0.88 for three out of seven temperatures tested, whereas no improvement was noted at the other four temperatures. For the three-exponential fits, statistically significant decreases in x2 relative to Lorentzian fits (confidence levels ranging from 0.92 to 0.98) were observed for five temperatures, whereas for the other two temperatures nonsignificant decreases were found. These findings, and the above discussed physical interpretation of the results of the three-exponential fits led us to conclude that the Lorentzian distribution fit gave a good description of the fluorescence decay of BSOD. It should be clear, however, that the real physical distribution is probably more complex than the Lorentzian.
Control measurements of the fluorescence decay of L-tyr in aqueous buffer indicated that the fluorescence decay was accurately described by a single-exponential in the temperature range from 10 to 50°C (Table 1 ; see also Fig. SA, inset) . Analysis of L-tyr data with a Lorentzian distribution showed that the Lorentzian collapsed to a single exponential decay. This rules out the possibility that the heterogeneity in the fluorescence decay of BSOD results from instrumental response, and suggests that the heterogeneity arises from interaction of the tyr residue with the protein matrix. At 20°C a lifetime of 3.3 ns was observed for L-tyr (Table 1) , which is in good agreement with literature values (Lakowicz et al., 1987) . Lower x2 values were in general obtained in our fits of L-tyr data than of BSOD data. This suggests misweighting of errors in the analysis of BSOD data, which may be due to the existence of systematic errors in the measurements that are not accounted for in our estimate of experimental errors (see Materials and Methods) . Systematic errors may originate from long-term drifts in stability of the laser light source or in the acquisition electronics. More importantly, the possible presence of small amounts of parasitic light in the measurements with BSOD (see above), and its absence in the measurements with L-tyr, may also contribute for the differences in x2.
The effect of temperature on the fluorescence lifetime distributions of BSOD is shown in Fig. 4 . Increasing temperature promoted a significant shift in the center of the distribution (corresponding to the average fluorescence lifetime)
to lower values and a decrease in the width of the distribution. Temperature effects on the lifetime distributions were reversible, indicating that no denaturation of BSOD occurred in the temperature range investigated.
The change in the center of the lifetime distribution of BSOD as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 5 A. The dependence of the center on temperature was analyzed in terms of an Arrhenius model for thermal quenching, as: 1/C(T) = k1 + ko exp(-Ea/RT), (1) where C is the center of the lifetime distributions, k1 is the radiative decay rate, ko is the nonradiative thermal rate constant at infinite temperature, Ea is the activation energy, and R and T have their usual meanings. The inset in (Table 2) . The distributions at 8, 25, and 45°C are shown. The curves are normalized for a relative amplitude of 1 at the center of the lifetime distribution. on the width of the lifetime distribution of BSOD, as a probe of the conformational dynamics of this protein. Fig. 5 B shows that increasing temperature from 8 to 45°C produced a significant decrease in the width of the lifetime distribution of BSOD. The statistical significance of the decrease in width as a function of temperature was examined by performing a simultaneous fit (Beechem et al., 1991) Fig. 6 ). That the change in width observed in Fig. 6 is due to the increase in viscosity of the medium and not to a direct effect of temperature can be concluded from a comparison of the magnitudes of the two effects on the rate of interconversion between substates. The rate of interconversion is inversely proportional to viscosity and directly dependent on temperature through an Arrhenius term (Kramers, 1940) . In the temperature range investigated in Fig. 6 viscosity changed by a factor of approximately 80 (Miner, 1953) (Bismuto et al., 1988; Mei et al., 1992) . The fluorescence decay of BSOD was investigated in the presence of the denaturant GdHCl. Lifetime data obtained at increasing GdHCl concentrations were analyzed with the unimodal Lorentzian distribution model, which yielded good fits to the data up to 7 M GdHCl. [GdHCl] (M) changes were observed in the fluorescence emission spectrum of BSOD up to 7 M GdHCl (not shown). As a control, we have also measured the fluorescence decay of L-tyr in aqueous buffer in the absence or in the presence of 7 M GdHCl. No changes in the single-exponential lifetime of L-tyr were observed upon addition of 7 M GdHCl (data not shown).
The conformational dynamics of BSOD was further investigated by measuring directly the orientational mobility of tyr 108. Fluorescence anisotropy decay measurements were carried out at temperatures ranging from 10 to 40°C, and data were analyzed in terms of one or two rotational correlation times (Table 3 ). For the fits to anisotropy decay data, independent determination of the limiting anisotropy, ro, of tyr at the excitation wavelength used (283 nm) was desired.
Measurement of ro for Ltyr in aqueous solution containing 80% (v/v) glycerol at -21°C yielded a value of 0.285, which was in excellent agreement with the literature value of 0.29 ± 0.01 (Gryczynski et al., 1991 ). An identical ro of 0.285 was found for tyr 108 of BSOD under the same conditions, which excludes the possibility that energy transfer between tyr residues (one on each subunit of dimeric BSOD) causes depolarization of the fluorescence. Table 3 shows that very high X2 values were obtained in the fit of a single rotational correlation time to the anisotropy decay data, using ro = 0.285. If the value of ro was allowed to vary in the fit an improvement in x2 resulted, but the recovered ro value was 0.13 (Table 3) , which was not compatible with the independently determined value of 0.285 for BSOD. Instead, very good fits to the data were obtained employing two discrete rotational correlation times and ro = 0.285 (Table 3) . Both correlation times decreased with increasing temperature (Fig. 8) , indicating faster motions at higher temperatures.
The temperature dependence of the long correlation time (4i, ranging from 9.1-4.7 ns from 10 to 40°C, respectively; 
where q is the viscosity of the medium and V is the hydrated molar volume of the protein. The volume of the equivalent rotating sphere obtained from this fit (Fig. 8, inset) was 16,000 ml/mol, which corresponded to 50% of the volume (31,000 ml/mol) calculated, taking into account the molecular weight of dimeric BSOD and a hydration of 0.3 g of H20/g of protein (Cantor and Schimmel, 1980) . The short correlation time (50-120 ps; Table 3) accounted for 62% (i.e., a preexponential factor of 0.175) of the fluorescence 6 8 depolarization, and likely originated from local mobility of tyr 108. in proteins lacking trp (for a comprehensive review on tyr fluorescence in proteins see Ross et al., 1992) . This may be partly due to the lack of sensitivity of the Stokes shift of tyr to the polarity of the medium. However, tyr fluorescence in proteins can be quenched by a number of different mechanisms without appreciable change in the emission spectrum depending on the environment of the tyr residue, including its location relative to nearby quenching side chains (Ross et al., 1992) . Therefore, measurements of the fluorescence quantum yield and, particularly, of the fluorescence decay of tyr residues may provide information on protein conformational dynamics, because motions of the protein matrix could affect the relative distances and/or orientation between the tyr and quenching groups.
Heterogeneity of the fluorescence decay of BSOD Measurements of the fluorescence decay of BSOD under different conditions of temperature, viscosity, or presence of denaturant revealed a heterogeneous decay (Tables 1 and 2) . Multi-exponential fluorescence decays have been described for a number of single-tyr proteins. Double-or tripleexponential decays have been reported, for example, for histone Hi (Libertini and Small, 1985) , pike parvalbumin (Permyakov et al., 1985) , calbindin (Rigler et al., 1990) , lima bean trypsin inhibitor (Nordlund et al., 1986) , Leu5 enkephalin (Lakowicz et-al., 1987) , motilin (Backlund and Graslund, 1992) , and oxytocin Lakowicz et al., 1986 Lakowicz et al., , 1987 . This is similar to the observations for a large number of single-trp proteins (Beechem and Brand, 1985) . For single-trp proteins, the observation of multi-or nonexponential decays led to the introduction of continuous lifetime distributions as an alternative physical description of the fluorescence decay (Alcala et al., 1987 a-c; Gratton et al., 1989; Libertini and Small, 1989 Lakowicz et al., 1987; Ross et al., 1992) . This finding was explained in terms of ground-state heterogeneity of different rotamers resulting from rotation about the Ca-CfB bond of tyr (Gauduchon and Wahl, 1978; Laws et al., 1986) . However, there is still controversy in this respect, because Gauduchon and Wahl (1978) noted, on the basis of NMR and fluorescence data, that the rotational rate about this bond should in fact be similar to the tyr lifetime. Furthermore, a recent molecular dynamics investigation of solvated tyr and a tyr-containing tripeptide has indicated fast rotational rates about the Ca-C13 bond relative to the lifetime of the fluorophore (Kungl, 1992) . In addition, fluorescence anisotropy measurements indicate that in proteins tyrosine has a relatively large orientational mobility in the 10-100 ps time scale (see discussion below of tyr rotations in BSOD).
Temperature effects on the fluorescence decay of BSOD Lifetime measurements at temperatures ranging from 8 to 450C revealed that the fluorescence decay of BSOD was dependent on temperature (Tables 1 and 2 ). Increasing temperature decreased both the average lifetime and the heterogeneity of the decay (width of the lifetime distribution). Similar temperature effects have been described for the homologous protein, human SOD (Rosato et al., 1990b) , and for whiting parvalbumin (Ferreira, 1989) . In those studies, the behavior of the width of the lifetime distribution as a function of temperature has been explained in terms of a temperature effect on the rates of interconversion between conformational substates in the proteins. Increasing temperature should lead to increased interconversion rates. This in turn should lead to an increased averaging of the different environments sampled by the fluorophore during the excitedstate, and consequently to a narrower lifetime distribution (Ferreira, 1989) . Lowering temperature, on the other hand, should decrease interconversion rates and trap the protein in a large number of substates, leading to a broader lifetime distribution. This was the behavior observed with BSOD (Figs. 3-5) , suggesting that the width of the lifetime distribution does reflect the rate of interconversion between substates in this protein.
Interpretation of the effect of temperature on the center of the distribution is less clear. It should be noted, however, that a simple mechanism of thermal quenching of tyr fluorescence was not adequate to explain the data for BSOD. This was apparent from a comparison of the Arrhenius thermal quenching analysis for BSOD and for L-tyr in buffer (Fig. 5  A, inset) . Whereas an activation energy of 7.4 kcal/mol was found for thermal quenching of L-tyr fluorescence, an activation energy of 4.2 kcal/mol was found for BSOD. The lower activation energy of the average lifetime of tyr 108 in BSOD relative to L-tyr in buffer is likely due to a combined effect of thermal quenching and protein motions on the fluorescence decay.
Effect of viscosity on the heterogeneity of the decay The dynamic nature of protein structures has been related to the existence of a hierarchy of conformational substates (Frauenfelder and Gratton, 1986) . The effect of solvent viscosity on protein dynamics has been investigated by Beece and co-workers (1980) . These authors showed that increasing viscosity decreased the interconversion between substates. This model implies that protein motions and solvent conditions are closely coupled (the rate of interconversion between substates is proportional to 1/'r). Therefore, if the dynamic interpretation we propose for the width of the lifetime distribution of BSOD is valid, we would expect to observe broader distributions at high solvent viscosity. In fact, the width of the lifetime distribution closely followed the increase in viscosity of the medium (Fig. 6 ). An additional point that should be considered is the possibility of direct effects of glycerol on the fluorescence of the solvent-exposed tyrosine residue in BSOD. As previously noted (see Materials and Methods), we have carried out the lifetime measurements by collecting the fluorescence emission through a long-pass filter. Thus, any effects due to solvent dipolar relaxation in the presence of glycerol are not likely to influence our measurements. In addition, we have measured the fluorescence decay of L-tyr in the presence of 80% glycerol. Our results (Ferreira and Gratton, unpublished results) show that, whereas L-tyr in aqueous buffer has a single exponential lifetime (T = 3.3 ns), addition of 80% glycerol causes the fluorescence decay to become bi-exponential (Tl = 4.3 ns; T2 = 1.8 ns; fi = 0.80). This is similar to what we have observed for tryptophan in the presence of glycerol (Silva and Gratton, unpublished observations), and suggests that in the highly viscous glycerol solution different conformations of the tyrosine molecule (corresponding to different lifetimes) may be observed.
Unfolding of BSOD
Lifetime measurements of BSOD were carried out in the presence of the denaturant GdHCl. Early studies have shown that holo-BSOD is remarkably stable, and high concentrations of GdHCl were required to produce significant unfolding (Forman and Fridovich, 1973 
Rotations in BSOD
Analysis of anisotropy decay data for BSOD enabled resolution of two rotational correlation times (Table 3) , indicating that, in addition to overall rotation of the protein molecule, information on local mobility of the fluorophore could be obtained from such measurements (Munro et al., 1979; Ferreira, 1989; Mei et al., 1992) . The fast correlation time (50-120 ps; Fig. 8 
where 0 is the semi-angle through which the group is free to rotate, and r/ro is the fractional anisotropy remaining after depolarization due to the fast rotation. Alternatively, a "wobbling in a cone" model (Kinosita et al., 1977) (Forman and Fridovich, 1973; Lepock et al., 1985; Roe et al., 1988; McRee et al., 1990; Rigo et al., 1978; Malinowski and Fridovich, 1979) . These studies indicate that temperatures in excess of 70-800C are required to produce inactivation and denaturation of BSOD, and that even under conditions such as incubation with 4% SDS at 37°C for 36-48 h or in the presence of 8 M urea for 72 h the dimeric structure of BSOD is still maintained (Rigo et al., 1978; Malinowski and Fridovich, 1979) . The subunits of BSOD are held together by strong noncovalent interactions, and attempts at monomerization of the enzyme revealed that monomers could only be obtained under strongly denaturing conditions resulting from a combination of (1) metal ion removal, (2) denaturing agents, and (3) extremes of pH or temperature (Valentine and Pantoliano, 1981) . Thus, under the conditions employed in the present studies (temperatures ranging from 8 to 45°C, and physiologic pH), holo-BSOD remains in its native dimeric state. These considerations and the linearity of the Stokes-Einstein plot shown in the inset of Fig. 8 indicate that the decrease in the long correlation time with increasing temperature (Fig.  8) is not due to subunit dissociation or unfolding, and suggest that this correlation time reflected segmental or domain motions of the polypeptide chain. We have also tried to analyze the anisotropy decay data with a model employing a fixed long rotational correlation time, corresponding to the expected rotational correlation time for dimeric BSOD (calculated from the molecular weight of the protein and assuming a hydration of 30%). In this fit, the recovered amplitude for this long correlation time was zero throughout the temperature range investigated (not shown), indicating that no further improvement was achieved by using this model instead of the bi-exponential model shown in Table 3 . Thus, our data do not enable the determination of the overall rotation of the BSOD dimer, which is probably because most of the anisotropy decay is in fact due to very fast, local motions of the tyrosine ring. In addition, one should consider the short lifetime of the tyrosine fluorescence in BSOD (-2 ns), which renders the fluorescence decay little sensitive to relatively long-lived motions as the overall rotation of the dimer.
It is interesting to consider the time scale of the protein motions that could be expected to affect the fluorescence decay of BSOD. With an excited-state lifetime of 2 ns at 20°C (Table 2) , fast picosecond local motions should produce an effective averaging of the different environments sampled by tyr 108 in its excited state. Thus, a homogeneous decay corresponding to the time-averaged lifetime in the different environments should result. Because a heterogeneous decay was observed, other motions must play determinant roles in this process. Overall rotation of the protein occurs in a slower time scale relative to the fluorescence decay, and would also not be expected to produce any heterogeneity in the decay. It appears likely that mobility of the protein matrix surrounding tyr 108 are the relevant motions that lead to heterogeneous fluorescence decay.
Similarities with human SOD Comparison between the present results and those previously described with the single-trp human SOD (Rosato et al., 1990; Mei et al., 1992) shows significant qualitative similarities between these studies: 1) for both BSOD and human SOD the fluorescence decay was heterogeneous, despite the fact that a single fluorophore is present in either protein;
2) for both BSOD and human SOD the width of the lifetime distribution was significantly decreased with increasing temperatures; 3) for both proteins the center of the lifetime distribution became shorter at increasing temperatures, an effect that did not appear related to thermal quenching of the emission; and 4) for both proteins, unfolding by GdHCl caused a significant increase in the width of the lifetime distributions. Although quantitatively these effects were not identical for BSOD or human SOD given the different photophysical properties of trp and tyr, these results indicate that the dynamic qualitative behavior of the two homologous proteins is similar, regardless of whether trp or tyr are used as the intrinsic probe. The only qualitative difference we have observed between our results with BSOD and human SOD are related to the effect of unfolding on the average lifetime: whereas for human SOD an increase in lifetime upon unfolding was reported, the average lifetime of BSOD was not much affected by addition of GdHCl. This difference may be explained by a decrease of the quenching of the fluorescence of trp 32 in human SOD by neighboring aminoacid residues (such as asn 19, lys 30, or lys 3, which are in close contact with the indole ring in the crystal structure of human SOD; Parge et al., 1992) upon unfolding. Because trp 32 in human SOD and tyr 108 in BSOD are located in different regions of the protein quenching by neighboring aminoacid residues can be expected to be different for the two proteins. In conclusion, the similarities between the results with the two SODs indicate that the dynamic information conveyed by the fluorescence emission does not depend on the specific photophysics or position of the fluorophore. Rather, both fluorophores can be effectively used as probes of dynamic events of the protein matrix. We believe that, as in the case of trp-containing proteins, investigation of the fluorescence decay of tyr-containing proteins provides useful information on the conformational dynamics in these proteins. 
